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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Samantha Bell is the founder of Runway Digital, a consultancy that since 2006 has provided
entrepreneurs and professionals the skills to look great and grow an audience online.
Before establishing Runway Digital, she worked as a international strategy consultant at
Deloitte, KPMG, Telstra, and Finance and Retail corporations, shaping hundreds of new
ideas to commercially sound concepts, and working out ways for people in large
organisations to enjoy their work. She’s worked with over 200 businesses, coached 700+
people, collaborated on over 50 social media plans and 70 business plans (and reviewed
hundreds), across 35 countries.
If you'd like to learn how to increase your personal power online, checkin at
http://RunwayDigital.com.

Dedication
This is dedicated entirely to you. It exists solely to encourage you to enjoy standing out
online.
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A few hours, ten years of experience
This is what I have learnt about Linkedin in the last ten years of having a professional
Linkedin profile and working as a digital strategist at Runway Digital ...all compacted so you
can do what works for you in a few hours.
All so you can standout.

Because the more your standout, the more great work you can do!
I hope these ideas are useful for you and your business and I hope you email me to tell me
about your different point of view if some are not! Because, I agree with the wonderful Derek
Sivers, “I’m a student, not a guru.”
Let’s get on with it...
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Looking incredible on Linkedin
Let’s get you looking amazing on Linkedin!

Here’s the first tip:

If you don’t want to read the following pages,
do these crucial steps now. (And that’s it from me,
I promise!)

1. Be clear who you’re aiming to reach  who’s going read your profile, who do you want
to read it and what will they want to see?

2. Make sure your Linkedin photo is highly engaging. Check it’s close enough to see
your face, you look professional for your targeted Linkedin reader, and it has warm
tones that captures people’s eyes when amongst other people listed in a Linkedin
search.

3. Get yourself a very, very 
interesting
headline. (They’re the words under your name.)
4. Add attractive, professional words in your Summary and the first role you mention.

5. Create a bit of mystery in your profile so people will want to know more :)

6. Check your whole profile flows well and there’s no spelling errors.

Ross Hill’s example below is a great guide for a simple, clear, credibility check that you can
set up quickly, Ross has listed his previous roles without explanation  in essence, they
speak for themselves.
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That’s it. Well done! You’ve no more to read or do...

...unless you want to grow your contacts through Linkedin, raise your industry status, your
credibility, and boost your employment confidence.

If that’s the case, let’s get you kitted up and flying high, Pilot!
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Runway Digital’s Online Pilot's’ Code of Conduct
Let’s show what you’re great at cleverly on Linkedin. Here at Runway Digital, highflying
Linkedin Pilots know:

1. Pilots look great.
Present your best, highshine self so plenty of people find you, quickly understand
you’re a high flier and wish to fly with you! Raise your profile, your status, and
increase your credibility.

2. Mystery creates attraction.
Provide teasers for readers so they’ll want to know more. Have your reader feel
something.
3. Learn the Linkedin rules and do your maintenance
Check Linkedin once a week. Find out new tips so you’re easily found and noticed.
4. Know where you’re going.
Focus and work smart (so you’re not always on Linkedin).
5. If in doubt, use the Flight Deck binoculars (
did someone say “Uhoh!”)
.
When you don’t know how to do something in Linkedin, do a Google or YouTube
search to find the answer.

Come on into the Pilot's’ Lounge. We’ve our flight plan to prepare!
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Let’s get you your uniform, Pilot!
First up, where are you going with Linkedin?
Take a moment to check what you want to achieve. Aim to do these questions in 15mins as
we’ve more to get to.
As an example, I use Linkedin as a credibility check for prospective clients, to contact
and stay in contact with colleagues and people I’ve enjoyed working with (and for
them to stay in contact with me), to engage on news of business contacts (e.g.
congratulating someone who has a new role), to promote Runway Digital work and
projects I’m doing, to showcase work and life trends, and to learn about prospective
people to hire for Runway Digital. To do this, takes 30mins  2 hours a month. I could
do more though this is what works for me.

❏ Why do I want to improve my Linkedin? e.g. come across as the expert in my
industry / find a job and increase views by prospective employers / attract relevant
partners / increase sales / engage my ideal client and have them want to do business
with me / be found by people looking for my products or services.
Make sure it’s relevant to what you want to do next.

❏ How can I free up an hour each week in the first 3 months to do maintenance and
‘lock in’ my learning?

That’s great!

Next up, who do you want to fly with? A few meaty questions for you:
❏ Who do I wish to attract on Linkedin? e.g. list your perfect clients / employers /
customers.. example names of people you have worked with that you’d like to again.
This is helpful so you can write or tweak your Linkedin profile so it’ll read well and
look amazing for these people.
❏ Set your phone timer for 10 mins and brainstorm the words these people will use to
search for you and find you on Linkedin.
Also consider:
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What do they need when they’re looking for you and what words would they use for
it?
What would they want to see in your profile?
Are there industry words that work best (for example: Revenue Growth.
CloudEnabled Technology Solutions. Product Development. Sales Operations
Leadership)?
Keep this list of keywords close and add words as we go.
Optional extra: Go to the Linkedin search bar at the middle of the top menu and enter your
words. Look at 510 of the profiles and add relevant words from them to your list. If you find
exceptional profiles hold onto them to help with the steps below.
Thanks.
Well done! Nearly there.
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Which passengers will you accept on board?
An important question that I’m often asked is, “When people contact you on Linkedin wishing
to connect, who should you accept?”
My personal rule is to accept those I know or have worked with, those I’d like to work
with, those who have a few connections with others I know, and the people with
relevant and interesting questions.
With the people I haven’t met, I’ll trust my intuition to make the decision. More often
than not I’ll accept the connection.
This approach gives me the greatest peace and unexpected gains.
The downside is that every 6 months I connect with someone who instantly
messages me a sales pitch. In some of these cases, I remove them as a connection.

❏ Make a choice now. Who will you accept connections with? (You can always remove
a connection.)

Well done! That’ll make everything easier.
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Create your Flight Plan
Set up the basics ~

❏ If you don’t yet have a Linkedin account, do a google search for “setting up a linkedin
account”  click on the link that most appeals to you, setup your account and move on
to the steps below. Well done. You’re making it happen!

❏ If you’ve a profile on Linkedin, imagine me or a potential client or a customer reading
it. What do you know straight away that needs updating? Set your phone timer for 5
mins and clear your head by fixing any niggling issues. Tick! Done.

❏ For quick Linkedin checks and replies to messages, consider downloading the
Linkedin app on your smartphone OR logging in through your phone’s browser
(Chrome / Safari etc) and saving your username and password.
The app is easy and helpful. I suggest turning off your notifications (other than
messages) so you can focus on Linkedin at times that suit you rather than having
Linkedin notifications lead you.
After years of using the app, I’ve recently opted for logging in to Linkedin via Chrome
on my phone so I have one less app to manage notification settings. I’m often testing
what will work best for me.

Grab a drink as we check the landscape we’re heading into…

❏ Log in to Linkedin, go to the top menu, click Profile, then Edit Profile.
❏ Scroll down a short way. On the right of your profile find the “Notify your network?”
Click this so it says “No”. (We’ll change it to “Yes” once the majority of changes are
made as otherwise every change you make will be posted to your connections.)
❏ Edit by clicking on the pencil icon to the right of each section (edits will save as soon
as you click out of each field).

Tick of the basic tips quickly so we can get cracking on more sophisticated tips:
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❏ Complete your name, email address
❏ Add relevant contact information that you’re happy to: phone number, business
mailing address
❏ Add website links to your company’s, your personal website if you have one and any
other sites of interest  e.g. the link to the latest product or research you’re promoting.
Click “Other” for website labels so you can explain where that link is taking your
visitors  use words that will entice people to click through  e.g. “Weekly Research &
Company site”.
❏ This is a great tip for looking professional!
Customise the web link to send people to your Linkedin profile. Go from a default
long one such as http://linkedin.com/pub/samanthabell/40/187/203 to a short one
such as http://au.linkedin.com/in/sambe11. Use your personal name for your profile.
I used numbers so it’d be even shorter (sambell was in use).
This link is listed just under your photo  click the pencil the right of it. For the most up
to date way to do this, Google search “how to create a linkedin unique url”.

Where’s your handsome photo, Pilot? Security won’t know who you are!
❏ Add a photo help you create a connection with potential customers. Choose a photo
with just you in it (as that’s who people will be communicating with), that’s recent and
opt for a photo with warmer tones rather than a grey background if you can  such as
Philippe’s:

Grin wide! Jenna, Sasha & Simon have you smiling!
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Be engaging! Thanks Grant!
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Casual looks work in many industries. Thanks Charlie  what a great title too!

Showcasing you at work does too. Frankie shows her style as a (collaborative)
Designer:

OK, Go! Stand out in your industry!
If you’ve no photo, call a friend or a professional photographer to make an
appointment now!
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Polish your image
Next up, let’s improve how you look as you stroll through the airport…
If you’re keen to attract more people to your profile and provide potential clients / employers /
customers more information, jampack your Experience section with the things you are
proudest of that are relevant to the work you want to do.
Add relevant words that’ll attract your perfect clients / employers / customers so that when
they search on Linkedin, you’ll have a greater chance to be in their search results.
Remember to always add the great key words you came up with earlier.
Make your level of expertise very visible!
There’s lots coming so grab some water, and set your timer to 20mins so you can do bursts
and feel a sense of achievement along the way:
❏ Add your Headline  these are the words just under your name so they’re often the
second or third thing people see after your photo and name. Add lots of powerful
punch here for the reader and make it easy to understand in a quick glance.
Show off your best! Go for it! What are you best at and what will your prospective
customers enjoy seeing? Maybe you’ll give them a laugh?
Aim high  explain what you do and who you do it for. Use your Linkedin aims and be
specific. Use all the available space to grab people's’ attention.
Go beyond Director/Owner/President/Manager to using keywords that people will be
searching your industry. Take out words that are implied by other words and words
you can explain in the Summary or Roles sections below.
A few examples:
Director at Virgin Consulting Group | We provide digital solutions that speed up your
product development cycle
Operations Manager, Finance / Banking Industry, Experienced with Cloudbased
Solutions
VP Sales. Product Development & Sales Operations Leadership. Revenue Growth in
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Technology Solutions.
Helping successful companies implement strategies to double their leads, cashflow
and profits in 90 days
Bringing the world’s best Creatives to play in San Francisco
Jason’s is a great example for Consulting:

Add a bit of mystery and humour, like Tim:
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Give your passengers confidence
Increase your credibility on Linkedin so people see you as the expert and know they can rely
on you  even when they’re reading your profile at 11 o’clock at night!

❏ Elaborate on what you do and what you will do in your Summary. Use emotive words
that will engage your prospective clients / employers / customers. Grab your list of
keywords.
Give enough powerful detail here for them to get in touch to learn more. You can
include more detail in your Roles below.
Look at other profiles you like to get your juices flowing. Writing your Summary could
take hours so set your smartphone timer for 20 mins and GO!
Before you do, here’s a few profiles to inspire you:
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Ryan Trainor’s style online is simple, polished, ultraexperienceled and there's no
formatting distractions or wording snags for the reader! In his Summary he engages
with his vision and through the focus he has in his businesses:
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Using an expertise paragraph such as Jason’s is a clever way to include relevant
keywords that people will search:
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Sarah Moran’s words are strong and her vision clear:
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Simon Terry summarises who he is (using industry words such as “Change Agent”),
what he does, context for what he does, his peerlevel and what solution he provides.
He projects a clever, senior advisor.
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David Armano’s Summary has insight upfront (which is in line with his role as an
advisor), lists great companies, and specifically mentions solutions and results that
are important for his prospective clients.
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❏ Next up, add what you have achieved and plan to achieve in your current role.
Expand your job title  for example:
Senior Program Manager  Process Design, Financial Analysis, IT & Data Systems,
Risk Exposure, Six Sigma, Agile
Go beyond “Senior Consultant” to “Senior Consultant , IT Project Management”
...”Financial Analyst” to “Financial Analyst  Audit & Compliance”
Here are examples to help with the role summaries:
Ryan Trainor succinctly words his roles to include: what he achieved, what he aims
for, what market and customers he is targeting. It’s short and sharp, saving his
potential partners, customers and staff time. Be inspired!
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Simon Terry’s is succinct too:

Here is a previous role from David Armano:
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And an understated, impressive profile: the PayPal Cofounder, Peter Thiel:

In all of these examples, the company logo appears to the right of the title. This
happens automatically when entering your company name. It’s important to check
they do so that people can click through to the company’s Linkedin page. If they don’t
come up, edit the company name and try again (if that doesn’t work, contact Linkedin
 assuming the company has a Linkedin page).
❏ Add roles for the past 10 years or more. If you’ve added 4 or 5 roles, combine the
rest of your roles into one or two roles that group the style of work you did.
Consider leaving out roles that were done over 20 years ago unless they significantly
add to your profile.
If you’ve a gap of a few years between roles, it could distract your reader. Add in
something that can lead to a highly relevant conversation with your reader such as
“Researcher of Industry Trends” or “Traveller enjoying Italy, Croatia and the
mediterranean” and engaging descriptions.
Add what you achieved (that’s highly relevant) in the description  a powerful
sentence or two.
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Update your Flight Plan
Well done Pilot, you’ve done the majority of your flight plan. You’re looking great! Remember
we’re here to provide teasers for readers, raise your profile and status, and increase your
credibility. Tackle these final 10 updates  only include information that’s relevant  and we’re
off to your plane…
1. In Skills & Endorsements remove any skills that you don’t wish to publicise. If you
have only a few endorsements consider moving this section to the end.
2. Education  include credibilityraising Executive / Management training courses.
Rename courses (within reason!) as needed for people to quickly understand.
3. Volunteering roles and Certification  check the company logo appears once saved.
4. Add member organisations (each one separately so logo appears) to Additional
Organisations.
e.g:
Institute of Management
Fellow
5. List internal awards in Honors & Awards  e.g. I've listed internal award "Deloitte
Shining Stars Program  "Living our culture" award, 2006."  it was a small award
though fills out my profile. I’ve also listed being a Guest Lecturer at University to
increase credibility. Have you been quoted as an expert in a book?! Think as widely
as you can for statusraising words.
6. Add to Publications your impressive online content (an article, Medium blogpost,
eBook, published book, press releases, company rollouts, big events...).
7. Use Projects as case studies showing what you’ve delivered.
8. Check you’ve no spelling mistakes and add your keywords (especially customer and
industryrelevant words) to Skills to describe what you do and the value you bring.
I’ve even added a teasing “excitedly squealing while snow skiing” to mine to provide
insight to my personality.
9. Join 3 relevant Groups to start with to showcase your interests to readers and where
your targeted clients / employers / customers will be.
10. Follow the company you work for, as well as contemporary people and organisations.
This adds a progressive feel to someone reviewing your profile. Andy Hedges is a
Retail Executive who does this well:
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OK, that deserves a huge well done! Amazing effort. You’re lookin’ fine!
Have a break, relax with the Crew  they’re calling you over!
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Polish your shoes!
Before we leave the Lounge here’s a few more options. Do what works for you with the time
you have. Work your priorities well.
Here’s how to add high shine Pilot!
❏ In the examples above, Ryan and David have images below there text. These are
presentations, videos and all the various types of content listed below that have you
stand out from the crowd and add further context and promotion of your company /
products / your perspective.
Start out with a YouTube video of your work or marketing materials or a relevant
White Paper or startup a Slideshare account, upload a presentation and add to your
Summary and Roles.

❏ Each Linkedin section can be moved up or down with respect to what’s important.
For example, if you have a great online publication, you may wish to move to the top
(as in Ross Hill’s profile earlier)
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❏ If you’ve skills that you don’t want to promote, click the X to the side to delete them.
Or, move them to the end if they’re not as important.

❏ Linkedin helpfully offers lots of notification options. Update your settings so 
only
relevant notifications come through inflight:
Go to Account Settings (top right) then Privacy & Settings.
Set to “Individual email” so you receive emails for important Linkedin messages and
“No email” for any information you will have already seen in your regular Linkedin
checks via your computer or phone.
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Here are my settings as an example:
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Strolling through the airport, all heads turn
WOW! Your profile is up and ready! We’re all set and ready to head through Security…
❏ Bonus: Imagine it’s 11 at night and you’re the person that you listed as who you
wished to reach through Linkedin  your perfect clients / employers / customers  and
they’re looking for someone to do the work you do.
Read your profile.
Does it spark them to contact you?!
❏ Bonus: Contact someone who represents your perfect clients / employers /
customers and ask for ideas to improve your profile.
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Settle into the Flight Deck, you’re about to fly high!
Settle into the Flight Deck and let’s get some passengers on board!
Your credibility is now stated online so now you can tweak your profile to attract more
people.
❏ Welcome to doing regular status updates! These are the updates that appear on the
Linkedin homepage  they’re the ones that are so good your connections will take
notice and see you as the expert in your field. Plus, when your connections like or
share your updates, it increases your likelihood of being seen by others.
Add a sentence or two with a great link, a photo that'll delight your connections or
add a longer form commentary via publishing a longer. Remind the people you’re
connected to that you’re an expert!
Aim for consistency here  commit to posting an article you’ve liked once a week.
Once you’ve done that for a couple of months and you know you can keep up the
regularity, you may wish to post more frequently. You can also use Buffer.com to
automate update being published  load a few weeks worth!
Keep a list of articles  aim for those that you know your targeted people will enjoy.
Recommend a book, a quote, a new technology, a unique insight.
Create images or use photos you’ve taken (they’re easy to upload if you’ve the
Linkedin app on your phone). Canva.com is an exceptional free tool for adding
quotes to photos!
Fun status update examples:
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Your posts are seen by all of your Linkedin connections unless they have unfollowed
you.
❏ OK, let’s continue to get a lot more passengers on board your flight!
Find current clients, colleagues, business partners and customers and connect
through connecting to your contact database. Linkedin offers this through various
mail sites  that are worth signing up to for this import.
Before you do, make sure your contact database has your current and previous
customers/client’s emails (check your privacy requirements) and people you’ve
worked with so the clever Linkedin elves will help you connect.
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❏ A lovely way to receive recommendations and increase your credibility is by
recommending others (who often in return recommend you).
Acknowledging people in your team publicly on Linkedin is a great activity after
finishing a project or achieving something great.
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❏ Email your clients, current and previous colleagues and ask for a recommendation 
include the link to help them do so and perhaps words or suggestions on what angle
you’re seeking.
❏ Learn how to use your privacy settings (they’re simple to use) and learn what your
connections can see. There are great articles about this online  do a Google search!
For example, if you want to anonymously look at someone’s profile change your
profile to anonymous, see the profile and then switch your settings so after this time
people can see you’ve looked at their profile.
Another example: your comments in LinkedIn Groups show in your updates stream,
unless switched off.
❏ Build more connections so Linkedin is more useful and powerful to you. With more
connections  you are seen by more people and you can easily more access people.
Get to know how to use the search (in the middle of the top menu) or Advanced
Search feature.
Choose specifics such as: geography, job title, industry, current company, previous
company, seniority level, company employee size, interests such as skiing, surfing,
etc…
The 1st degree is next to someone you’re connected with and you can message
them on LinkedIn.
The 2nd degree are people connected to your 1st degree connections. Send them an
invitation by clicking Connect or contact them through an InMail or an introduction.
Not wanting to look like SPAM (and being blocked from sending messages by
Linkedin), update the standard message of "I'd like to add you to my professional
network on LinkedIn," to standard message you can reuse, such as:
Hi Geoff,
Your great Linkedin profile appealed to me. With our similar backgrounds and
intentions, it’d be great to be connected.
Just in case you don’t wish to connect, go for "Ignore" instead of "I don't know this
person." So I’m not reported as SPAM! (I’m SAM!)
Sam
The 3rd degree list are the people connected to your 2nd degree connections. If their
full first and last names are displayed, send them an invitation by clicking Connect. If
only the first letter of their last name is displayed, contact them through an InMail or
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through asking your 1st degree connection to pass on your wish to be introduced, for
example:
Hi Jo  Hope you’re having a great day! I’d love to work with Janet White at Industrial
Milk. Could you connect me to her so that I can ask him a few quick questions about
his experience there? Sam
Try connecting with 5 new people now. Choose people with the same role as you
who are in a similar geographic area or do a search for a company name of
prospective clients / employers / customers.
❏ Bonus tip! Add a Linkedin header picture (at the top and behind your name and
photo) that reflects your industry, a personal/professional interest, your company
website, etc. Use a personal photo or free photo sites (remember to credit the
photographers!) such as Canva (where you can also add words with great fonts,
Unsplash, or deathtothestockphoto.
Photographer, Editor, Blogger and all round wonderful person, Kate Berry, has
fabulous imagery:

Garyvee’s boldness and spunk always has me in awe or chuckling or both:
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Jacqui Hocking’s is sharp, colourful and makes me curious to know more...

Go you good thing!
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Preflight checks
Here are you preflight checks:
❏ Delete anything that’s duplicated.
❏ Formatting: If you include bullet points or special icons such as "♣" in your summary
or a role, use consistently throughout your profile. Different types of bullet points
distract.
❏ Remove organisations' websites from descriptions. If the organisation is linkedin with
the logo appearing, then people can click through to LI page or google it.

Engaging an editor (friend or paid!) can help a lot!
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Runway Clearance & ….Takeoff!
OK Pilot, you’ve clearance to runway 22 via taxiway ALPHA!
❏ Remember on the right of your profile (in Edit mode) we found the “Notify your
network?” Click this again so it says “Yes”, make minor updates (such as changing a
word or adding a space) to your headline, your summary and your current role so
that your network will see you’ve made updates (and curiously click through to have
a look).
❏ Add your Linkedin link to your email signature (and your personal website if you have
one) so people see your status and credibility.

Enter the runway and takeoff, Pilot. Whooooooosh……..
You’re done!
Your airplane is off the ground! Feel a massive sense of satisfaction!
Your profile is now a great representation of your intentions and what you've achieved. Go
do your great work while LinkedIn is working for you.
Massive congratulations!

Contact me anytime
In making it this far, please go to 
http://samanthabell.com.au
and email me to say hello. I
get so much out of helping people look great online, so feel free to ask me anything, or let
me know what you’re working on. I’m happy to help.
We’ve also included additional tips here at h
ttp://runwaydigital.com/linkedinbonus
as it’s
wayyyy easier than updating than this book!
We’re so excited to see where you fly. Well done on all of this. It's worth it!
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Long stuff at the back
The autopilot is engaged so we wanted to give you an inflight bonus!
Now that your Linkedin is setup and refined it might still feel like you’re managing hundreds
of different controls without enough knowledge.
Keep learning!
Keep focused through tracking aims, having notification settings setup so that you’re not
receiving too many messages and through using automation.
It also helps to batch the time you spend on Linkedin.
Stick to these few tips to keep you comfortably flying:
15 minutes each week:
❏ Check your aims and your Linkedin numbers, for example:
Am I gaining new enquiries?
Am I learning interesting insights and timely news from new connections?
Am I steadily increasing the number or quality of people listed under “Who’s viewed
my profile”?
Through which of my efforts and which part of Linkedin (direct contacts, Groups, my
posts being shared with others) am I gaining the most results?
❏ Review and reply to connection invitations.

45 minutes each week for the first 60 days (embed your learning)  choose one or two new
tips of the following:
❏ Like posts by others  especially people who you wish to remain topofmind to.
❏ Engage with your connections. As people know your preferences and perspectives,
the more they’ll recommend books and other unexpected suggestions that are highly
tailored (and save you time). Have fun!
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Post information valued by your connections.
Comment on your connections’ posts
❏ Connect with at least 500 people for credibility, social proof and greater access to
relevant people. Add 510 new connections (clients / employers / customers) every
week through Linkedin advanced search (try the names of people you’ve met this
week), connecting with the “people you may know” that Linkedin showcases for you,
finding people in Groups, and commenting on Groups.
If you meet with someone in person, find them on Linkedin and connect, using a
personalised message relating to how you met.
❏ Keep your newsfeed / homepage showcasing your most important contacts’ details
by unfollowing people’s updates (click the arrow next to someone’s title)

❏ Create recommendations for people you’d like to work with again.
Ask high profile leaders in your industry to provide you a recommendation  even
provide them with an example. Ask colleagues for testimonials  especially when
you’ve just completed something great or they’ve seen your success! Aim for 510
strong testimonials on your profile. (If you receive a recommendation you don’t like or
don’t agree with, you can choose not to display).
❏ Endorse people’s skills  those you’ve seen demonstrated well. Often a selection of
skills to endorse appear at the top of a connection’s profile:
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...or you can scroll down to their Skills and click the “+” to the right of the skills you
wish to endorse.

❏ If you want to reach specific people and specific senior roles, consider purchasing
Linkedin Premium.
❏ Keep your readers’ keywords on file to use and add to them when you see relevant
words that are working well for other Linkedin profiles in your market. Tweak your
profile and check the result next week!
❏ If you’ve more than an hour a week for seeking people, try out the Groups for your
market and industry  they can be a great place to find your targeted people.
Read interesting news and links and make comment, reply to a perspective or query
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from a group member, start discussions, ask for help, add your event or upcoming
class if it's relevant to the group, post great links (including your own work) that’ll
attract those you wish to.
It can take time to find Groups that useful so stick with it  there are millions of
Groups based on locations, professions, industries, hobbies, employers, and more.
You can join up to 50 Groups. When you are in a job search, join that maximum 
you’re then easier for recruiters to contact as Group members message each other
without being connected.
Add a few more Groups now  aim for 1020 if you’re new to this feature of Linkedin
or if you want to significantly grow your connections (through engaging in these
groups  joining is the start).
If you’re already a member of groups, search members and connect with someone
new now. You can do this via advanced search...
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Get to know a group and brainstorm a few posts you could add. Add words to
engage people to enter the discussion “so we can all learn”. Go into the Group and
post it!
Perhaps try brainstorming how you could generate leads from Groups.
If you’re not gaining from the group discussion and the group logo on your profile isn’t
adding much credibility, leave the group.
Thanks for reading and remember to check the additional tips here at
http://runwaydigital.com/linkedinbonus
. Happy flying!
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Follow Runway Digital
The pilots and crew at Runway Digital diligently create tips and tricks for professionals to
standout online that you can receive at 
http://RunwayDigital.com
Show us how you’re flying high on Linkedin by including me or Runway Digital in a Linkedin
status updates or tweet us (use @runwd and #flyhighonline) and we’ll do our best to profile
you for added attention.
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